Annual Report
2015 - 2016

UMI Arts Board and Staff respectfully acknowledge the Djabugay, Yirrganydji, Gunggandji
and Yidinji Peoples of Cairns.
We also pay our respects to the Elders and their communities in Far North Queensland.
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Chairpersons Report
Firstly I thank my Heavenly Father once again for his many blessings and for His Son Jesus
Christ for His carriage of the Plan of Salvation, His Atonement in the Garden of Gethsemene
and for His perfect example in my life. I acknowledge my Elders past and present, Uncle Roy
McGivor as Patron of UMI Arts and the Gimuy Walabara Yindinji People’s as custodians of
country. May I also acknowledge the Singleton’s, Ado’s and whomever else have Native
Title Claims being considered for recognition. I also take this opportunity to acknowledge the
Board of Directors, Members and staff of UMI Arts who also are Traditional Owners of
Country in their own right. It has been a trying time this past year for UMI families who have
lost loved ones along the way both in our Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander communities,
and I offer my condolences on behalf of the Board.
I thank our major funders again including; The Australia Council for the Arts, Arts
Queensland and the Fairfax Foundation for their generous support of our operations, Big
Talk One Fire and Freshwater Saltwater Exhibition. Black Image, Zennith and Patrick Mau
supported our 10 year celebrations with their performance at the Tanks Art Centre, and our
stall holders continue with the markets both at our UMI Arts premises and the Esplanade
Cairns. Work has commenced at the Munro Martin Park and Civic Theatre. In preparation for
the completed works, UMI Arts are thinking strategically about how we might maximise the
venues to realise aspects of the HUB Report targeting the performing arts industry and the
Music Platform to encourage our talented musicians to perform their songs to a wider
audience. In respect to our staffing, Lisa Michl has progressed into the role of Business
Manager, and with Janet Parfenovics resigning as Business Advisor, I expect that the Board
will need to look at a restructure within the organisation. Marilyn Miller also resigned as
Director and I take the opportunity to thank her for her dedication while she was here fulfilling
that role. She was replaced by Carly Jia as a new Director.
The Cairns Indigenous Art Fair (CIAF) will soon be upon us and our signature event, Big
Talk One Fire will be held during this time. This past year we were fortunate to become part
of the MABO Day celebrations held in Cairns and the UMI Arts Galleries continue to
showcase authentic Far North Queensland art.
Lastly I would like to encourage our members to consider becoming voting members as
opportunities arise for UMI Arts members to become part of the decision making arm and
hopefully fill any vacancies that may arise in the future. Three (3) Directors will step down at
the Annual General Meeting (AGM) in October and member’s participation at the AGM
allows a greater opportunity to have a say as to what can be done differently in UMI Arts or
what programs we can deliver to support our Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander people in
our communities.
Leo B Akee-Beizam
CHAIR
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Executive Officers Report
As Acting Executive Officer I would like to acknowledge the UMI Arts Board of Directors and
staff and thank them for their support and guidance during my short time with the
Corporation (while a new Executive officer is recruited).
2015/2016 was a year of great achievements for UMI Arts, and a year of regeneration as
Board members and staff left the organisation, and new people were appointed in their
place.
In 2015/2016 Marilyn Miller resigned from the Board. UMI Arts would like to thank Marilyn for
her contribution to UMI Arts and wish her the best for the future.
Danelle Nichol (Communications and Marketing Manager) left UMI Arts to join the CIAF
team in February 2016 and Deborah Avery joined UMI Arts as her replacement, bringing
with her a wealth of experience from University of Tasmania. Darrell Harris (Executive
Officer), Lisa Michl (Business Development Manager), Teho Ropeyarn (Gallery Curator),
Jaivan Bowen (Audio-Visual Technician), Jemma Kulka (Retail Officer) and Renee Harris
(Event Manager) continued to provide great services to UMI Arts and the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander community in Far North Queensland. Janet Parfenovics contributed to
UMI Arts as a contractor (Business Advisor) during 2015/2016. UMI Arts would like to thank
all staff and contractors for their great work for the Corporation over the last 12 months.
UMI Arts also thanks its funding partners, and is honoured that following support has been
received from:
•
•
•
•
•

Arts Queensland for organisational funding
Ministry of the Arts to support staff and delivery of UMI Arts Visual Arts Programs
Ministry of the Arts Five year funding for 2 fulltime staff positions
Australia Council for the Arts Four Year Visual Arts and Crafts Strategy funding for
the UMI Arts contemporary visual arts programs
Australia Council for the Arts Year Organisational Funding.

UMI Arts has applied for Arts Queensland Four Year Organisational Funding 2017 – 2020
and looks forward to a positive result from this application.
During 2015/2016 UMI Arts continued to deliver its annual program of exhibitions, events
and activities as well as introducing new activities from a range of government and
philanthropic funding sources.
I want to acknowledge the over 800 Aboriginal and Torres Strait islander people who are the
UMI Arts members. UMI Arts exists because of their commitment and support of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander art, culture and music in Far North Queensland.
Cathrena McRae
Acting Executive Officer
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The Business Story
History
In February 2005, UMI Arts was formed in order to fill an important niche; providing support
for Far North Queensland’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. In response to the
2006 “I Just Want to Paint” Report, UMI Arts’ interim Board was replaced with an allIndigenous Board of Directors.
Based in Cairns, UMI Arts is a not-for-profit company limited by guarantee and managed by
an all-Indigenous Board of Directors and staff. UMI Arts fulfils the role of peak Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander arts and cultural organisation for Far North Queensland; an area
defined by the federal electorates of Leichhardt and Kennedy.
At the broadest level, UMI Art’s goal is to strengthen Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
cultural practices, including visual arts and crafts, dance, ceremony, story-telling and music.
UMI is a Creole word that means ‘You and Me’ – for UMI Arts this is significant as we believe
that we need to work together to keep our cultures strong.
In 2008, UMI Arts successfully gained multi-year funding through the Visual Arts and Crafts
Strategy (VACS) which allowed the organisation to hire its first fulltime staff. By 2009, UMI
Arts was becoming recognised for its contribution and was identified as the lead organisation
to develop Arts Queensland’s Backing Indigenous Arts initiative for a Cairns-based
Indigenous Arts and Cultural HUB.
In 2010, UMI Arts received national recognition when the Australia Council for the Arts’
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Arts Board acknowledged UMI Arts as one of only four
Building Organisations (Cultural Maintenance) in Australia. By 2010, UMI Arts had grown
considerably and relocated to much larger premise on Sheridan Street, in Cairns. UMI Arts’
new premises allowed for the organisation to continually grow its existing programs as well
as plan for new programs for members. That year also saw the advent of the UMI Arts Retail
Shop, which opened its doors in August 2010.
In 2013, UMI Arts secured funding from the Department of Education, Training and
Employment (DETE) which allowed it to purchase capital training equipment and upgrades
to its premises. These upgrades and equipment supported UMI Arts’ commitment and
strategy for Training for employment in the Creative Industries.
In accordance with UMI Arts’ Succession Plan, in 2013 the inaugural Executive Officer
stepped down and the former Business Manager became the organisation’s first Indigenous
Executive Officer (EO).
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The former EO has continued to work for and support UMI Arts, on a contract and voluntary
basis and it was at this time that UMI Arts became an all-Indigenous Board of Directors and
staff.
UMI Arts is committed to best practice and Indigenous training for employment and in 2014
supported its Board and members to undergo training to achieve these objectives. Directors
completed Certificate IV in Business (Governance) and members completed Certificate IV in
Training and Assessment.
In 2015, UMI Arts celebrates a momentous milestone for the organisation, its 10th
anniversary. To commemorate this milestone UMI Arts presents a year-long celebration
through its programs and activities.

Left: Director Priscilla Major, Tommy Pau and Desmond Tayley
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UMI Arts Vision
UMI Arts is recognised for sharing, listening to, respecting and strengthening our Aboriginal
and Torres Strait islander cultures in Far North Queensland as well as leading a strong
cultural economy.
UMI Arts’ mission is to be an all-Indigenous organisation that delivers to its members
programs, services and career pathways that are based on respect for cultural protocols,
sound governance and best practice.

UMI Arts Business Plan
UMI Arts’ detailed Business Plan has been developed by the UMI Arts Board of Directors
and guides the organisation in its decision making processes. UMI Arts commits itself to
strengthening the identity of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in the region and
at all times deliver programs and services that are based on respect for cultural protocols,
sound governance and best practice, and that:
- preserve, strengthen, maintain and celebrate all aspects of Indigenous arts and culture,
- train and skill Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples for future employment and
economic independence in the creative industries,
- create pathways for success for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Artists, Cultural
Practitioners, and communities in Far North Queensland
- form strategic alliances and partnerships that are respectful of our Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultures.
As identified in our current Business Plan, our business goals are:
1. To maintain culture and strengthen the identity of the Indigenous Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples in this region through our arts and cultural programs.
2. To become nationally and internationally recognised as the strong voice for Far North
Queensland Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Artists, Cultural Practitioners and cultural
organisations.
3. To operate a place that employs, welcomes, teaches, supports and respects Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
4. To be recognised for creating pathways for training, employment and business
opportunities and for forming creative partnerships with key Stakeholders of UMI Arts for the
advancement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Cultural Practitioners in Far North
Queensland.
5. To be financially strong and become the organisation of choice for philanthropists,
sponsors and other funding bodies.
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UMI Arts is committed to best practice and encourages and supports entrepreneurism and
innovation. Acting at all times ethically and responsibly the Board ensure diversity and real
engagement with its stakeholders.
Optimising performance of both Board members and staff and accountability in the interests
of UMI Arts and its members will ensure the organisation continues to validate business
strategy and performance objectives.
Internal Situation
UMI Arts has extensively studied the needs and opportunities that would come from an
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Arts and Culture HUB. UMI Arts recognises the
necessity of a HUB and has strategically built on the findings from the HUB report over the
past six years. UMI Arts contracted a Registered Training Organisation, The Learning
Workshop in 2011 to map future employment opportunities that would be required for a HUB
to be successful. The result of this skills and needs analysis identified future training needs,
particularly accredited training, which resulted in the “Bring It On” Report. This Report has
proven invaluable to the organisation and has shaped the delivery, development and
direction of programming and services in preparation for the transition to an Arts and Culture
HUB.
The UMI Arts premise now houses three professional exhibition galleries equipped with 3track gallery lighting and all important aspects of a gallery ensuring a high standard display
space. Additional capital works included the installation of a fully equipped sound and visual
recording and editing studio, the relocation of the Retail Shop space and a training room
equipped with training laptops and Occupational Health and Safety compliant equipment.
Through Department of Education Training and Employment (DETE) funding UMI Arts was
able to purchase the ‘UMI Walk-About Training Unit’. This unit is a mobile training lab that
allows UMI Arts to take most of its equipment and provide or assist in delivering training in
remote Far North Queensland communities. Together, the facilities and equipment form the
basis of UMI Arts new Social Enterprise Businesses that will generate new income for the
organisation.
In 2014 UMI Arts continued to deliver accredited training to its Indigenous staff and its allIndigenous Board of Directors. During this period, further training was delivered to up to 15
UMI Arts Cairns-based Indigenous members. UMI Arts actively participated in and supports
the IVA Training initiative of the Ministry for the Arts and is represented on the National
Reference Program Group.
During this period, UMI Arts also received funding through DETE to commence training to its
members in Certificate III in Indigenous Cultural Arts, Media and Cultural Tourism. One-off
funding was also received from the Ministry for the Arts to write three accredited training
units for the new VET Certificate II in Visual Arts Worker qualification.
Training for employment is one of the three core strands of UMI Arts’ Business Plan. Whilst
UMI Arts supports all forms of training, our objective is to secure accredited training for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander arts workers with professional employment outcomes.
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The membership of the organisation continues to grow and as at 30 June 2016, UMI Arts
has 807 individual members, 11 Voting members and 11 Friends of UMI Arts.
UMI Arts has seven permanent staff positions: the Executive Officer, Business Manager,
Communications Manager, Gallery Curator, Events Manager, Audio/Visual Technician and
Retail Officer.
External Situation
The past few years has seen significant changes in government, as well as funding
opportunities and allocations. Although this had made projections a little difficult for UMI Arts
it has also had a very positive effect on the organisation; strengthening our commitment to
focus on a range of strategies to become more creative and innovative and grow new
income streams.
It is acknowledged that “social enterprise” is an innovative and strong way of generating
support for the organisation so that it can fulfil its social, cultural and environmental mission.
UMI Arts rolled out its Business (Social) Enterprise services in 2014 and has focussed on
building its potential. For the past two years, UMI Arts has witnessed successful outcomes
and will continue to grow this business.
UMI Arts believes that there is a compelling case for developing a unique Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander cultural tourism strategy for Cairns. With over 2 million inbound
tourists annually each year, there is an exciting opportunity for UMI Arts member Artists and
Cultural Practitioners to leverage small business and for Artists and performers to reach
international audiences.
Through the support and funding by Tourism Events Queensland, we were able to increase
our marketing efforts for the 2016 Big Talk One Fire event. UMI Arts continue to hold
membership with Tropical Tourism North Queensland and on the Queensland Tourism
Indigenous Committee Indigenous Employee Network – North Queensland Chapter and the
additional role as a ‘Champion’ of Queensland Indigenous Tourism.
Into the future, UMI Arts will continue to strengthen its partnerships that include the Cairns
Indigenous Art Fair (CIAF) and the Tanks Arts Centre, the National Gallery of Australia and
Flying Arts Alliance Inc. (visual arts programs), R.E.A.C.H (Education Queensland) for our
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander youth engagement programs, and Triple A Training and
Careers Training Centre for delivery of accredited and targeted training programs.
UMI Arts has identified the following external trends that may impact on and shape our
plans for the next three years and they are:
• Lobby for a Cairns Indigenous Arts and Cultural Hub, which was identified in the Arts
Queensland BIA Strategy in 2008
• Growth of cultural tourism opportunities
• Privatisation of the Cairns Indigenous Art Fair
• Significant changes to Australia Council and the Ministry for the Arts funding programs
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• Rampant growth of social media for reaching new and engaged audiences
• Growth of pro-business economic environment and Business Enterprise services
Detailed strategies addressing each of the above factors are detailed in the UMI Arts
Business Plan.

Financial Systems
UMI Arts’ financials operate on the MYOB accounting and business system (including MYOB
Retail Manager for the Retail Shop) and reporting is completed on a fiscal year basis. To
ensure we fulfil requirements for all major funding partners that operate on a business year,
UMI Arts’ Business Plan, Annual Program Plan and supporting budgets are presented on a
calendar year basis.
UMI Arts’ daily financial operations are managed by the UMI Arts’ Business Manager. The
organisations financial procedures and operations are clearly documented in its
comprehensive Policy and Procedure Manual. An external Accountant is engaged to review
the accounts on a half-yearly basis and to provide advice to the staff and Directors, if and as
required. Earlier in 2016, UMI Arts’ appointed a new Auditor, Jessups Accountants and
Business Advisors and our accounting continues to be done by Wedrat Accountants.
The UMI Arts Retail Shop in Cairns exclusively showcases and sells art on behalf of its
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander members. Works in the Retail Shop are sold on a
consignment basis only.
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UMI Arts has a very small range of its own merchandise for sale in the Shop. Income from
commission on sales from the Shop and exhibitions helps support the delivery costs of UMI
Arts programs.
UMI Arts’ core funding is received from a range of Funding bodies including the:
•
•
•
•

Ministry for the Arts (National Jobs Package and Indigenous Visual Arts Infrastructure
Strategy)
Arts Queensland (Organisations Fund 2014 - 2016)
Australia Council (Visual Arts Crafts Strategy)
National Indigenous Arts Infrastructure Program.

UMI Arts continues to be reliant on securing one-off funding to deliver its annual programs.
UMI Arts’ Business enterprises services have been steadily building momentum, and we
predict that earned income will grow to become a much larger percentage of the
organisations financials.

Markets and Stakeholders
The primary market segment for UMI Arts’ programs and services are its members;
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander individuals in Cairns and the remote Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander communities of Far North Queensland.
UMI Arts provides service and support for more than 800 members, whom are all principal
stakeholders in the organisation, especially those members who live and work here as there
are no Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander member owned and operated Art Centres in
Cairns.
Cairns has a population of 160,000 people of whom 10% identify as being of Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander descent. One of UMI Arts’ biggest markets is the local community of
Cairns. Other market segments include the two million tourists who visit Cairns each year.
Along with DesART, Ananguku Arts and ANKAAA, UMI Arts is one of four peak arts
organisations in Australia that is governed by an all-Indigenous Board of Directors. Together,
these peak organisations, and the 9,000 members they collectively represent, are an
important market segment.
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Succession Plan
UMI Arts believes strong succession planning is vital for a strong organisation and has
always ensured a strong plan is in place. UMI Arts’ Board of Directors all have strong
linkages with or are leaders within their respective communities and the wider Far North
Queensland region.
Vacancies on the Board can be filled by a Voting member and who has sound knowledge of
the purpose and mission of UMI Arts. UMI Arts’ staff succession plan is based on identifying
career development opportunities within the organisation and providing accredited training to
encourage its all- Indigenous staff to follow career progression within the organisation.

Torres Strait 2007

Mona Mona Weavers 2008

Exhibition Ready 2009

UMI Arts Markets 2009

UMI ARTS INCOME 2015/16
Please refer to the UMI Arts Financial Report 2015 – 2016.
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UMI Arts People Story
Governance Structure
As a public company, UMI Arts Ltd is owned by its members. The role of the Directors is to
govern the operations of the company within the bounds of the Constitution and shape the
organisation and led us in to the future. As we renew, adapt and adjust to the challenges we
face as we abandon and replace the old with the new, the Board of Directors stay strong and
positive while they guide and lead us to achieve strategic objectives.
UMI Arts’ Directors are respected business and community leaders, Artists and Cultural
Practitioners. They hold a wide range of skills that they contribute to the organisation and
membership and come from diverse backgrounds, a brief outline of each Director is as
follows:
Leo B Akee
Chairperson
Leo's traditional name is Beizam and he is of the Geuram & Zagareb tribes; two of the eight
tribes of Mer. His peoples are the traditional owners of Mer (Murray Island) in the Torres
Strait. His Totems are; Beizam (Shark); Galbol (Whale); Bid (Dolphin); Tabo (Snake); Serar
(Tern); Deumer (Torres Strait Pigeon) and Waumer (Red chested Frigate Bird).
With 30 years' experience in the arts, his art forms of choice include; artefacts, wood
carving, cultural dance, singing, song writing, music composition, and on stage
entertainment.
Leo was formerly the District Manager of Education Queensland/DETA, a Councillor of the
Torres Shire Council (1997-2000) and Deputy Mayor of the Torres Strait (2000-2004).He has
sat on many national Committees and Boards, including the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Arts Board of the Australia Council for the Arts, Australia Council for the Arts
National Indigenous Advisory Reference Group, James Cook University Vice Chancellors
Business Advisory Committee and National Indigenous Training Advisory Council. Leo
joined the UMI Arts Board in 2008.
Noel Zaro OAM
Deputy Chairperson
Noel's Totem is Nam (Green sea turtle), and the Womer (Man-of-war hawk). He is a
descendant of the Dowareb tribe, part of the Murray Island group. His language is Meriam
Mir, the Murray Island language that is spoken in the Eastern Torres Strait.
Noel has a vast experience in the arts and his art forms of choice include teaching and
performing traditional Murray Island Dances. His dance group has toured and performed
both nationally and internationally. He was awarded an order of Australia Medal in 2010 for
service to the promotion and teaching of Torres Strait Islander Culture through Gerib Sik
Dancers.
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Noel first became a member of UMI Arts in 2010 to share and represent the views of his
people in the region and to share his skills and knowledge in the areas of performance and
dancers.
Priscilla Major
Director
Priscilla's bush name is Ma Cheltrulalie. She is of the Kokoberra – Kokomeranda language
group. Her peoples are the traditional owners of the Mitchell River area, including the
Aboriginal community of Kowanyama. Priscilla is of the Lightening, Sour Yam and Shark
clan group. She was born on Danbar Station via Normanton and has a blood-line connection
to the country of Kowanyama and Normanton.
Priscilla first became a Director of UMI Arts in 2005, to share her traditional knowledge and
stories.
Robert Tommy Pau
Director
Tommy is a descendent of the Eastern Torres Strait Islands, Australian Aboriginal, Papua
New Guinea, Pacific Islander and Asia. He speaks Torres Strait Creole and Australian
English. He was taught about the need to keep culture strong through cultural practice by his
father. He has a strong commitment to keeping old traditions alive and believes that culture
must remain true to the past and move with time to exist in the future.
IN 2016 Tommy won the Telstra Work on Paper Award as part of the Telstra National
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art Awards (NATSIAA).Tommy first Joined UMI Arts in
2012 to learn Board governance skills and actively participate in the strategic vision of UMI
Arts.
Desmond Tayley
Director
Desmond Tayley is a descendant of Eastern Kuku Yalanji/Kuku Nyungkul (on his mother's
side) and Kuku Nyungkul/MagarrMagarr Warr clan (on his father's side). Desmond is a
former Mayor of Wujal Wujal and has previously worked with Bana Mindilji Aboriginal
Corporation and Cape York NRM.
Desmond has many years of experience in community engagement and public speaking,
and has previously been a Director of the UMI Arts Board.
Carly Jia
Director
Carly Jia is of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander descent, with heritage links to Badu
Island on her Grandfathers side and Mer and Yidinji on her Grandmothers side. Carly has a
passion for the retention and maintenance of arts and culture, working to create a strong arts
economy.
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Staff and Management Structure
Darrell Harris
Executive Officer
Darrell is a Mayl-Thakurti man from mid-western region of Queensland. He first joined UMI
Arts in 2008 as Business Manager and in 2013 became UMI Arts first Indigenous Executive
Officer.
Lisa Michl Ko-manggén
Business Manager and Company Secretary
Lisa is of the Kokoberrin Language Group of Central West Coast Cape York. Lisa is a
founding member of UMI Arts and was then nominated as Chairperson which continued for a
six (6) year term. In 2012 she became the Board Secretary.
Teho Ropeyarn
Gallery Curator
Teho joined the UMI Arts team in 2011 and is from Injinoo in the Northern Peninsula Area
and his clan groups are Angkamuthi and Yadhaikana. Teho completed his Bachelor of Fine
Arts at University of NSW in 2009.
Deb Avery
Communications & Marketing Manager
Deb, a Palawa woman from Tasmania started with UMI Arts in April 2016. Her ancestors on
her mother’s side are from Moa Island. For over twenty years she has worked in
communities in Tasmania, Western Australia and Queensland.
Renee Harris
Events Manager
Renee is a Quandamooka Nughi descendant from North Stradbroke Island and a Kaanju
descendant from Coen area. She joined UMI Arts in 2008 as Administration Officer, in 2009
became a Development Officer and in 2010 Renee became the UMI Arts’ Events Manager.
Jaivan Bowen
Audio & Visual Technician
Jaivan is of the Guugu Yimithirr tribe and an artist from Hopevale. He joined UMI Arts in
2012 and in 2014 became our Audio Visual Technician.
Jemma Kulka
Retail & Gallery Officer
Jemma is a Kuku Yalanji and Kuku Taipan woman, born and raised in Cooktown, Cape
York. She is the Retail Officer and Receptionist working in the UMI Arts shop.
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Preserving, Strengthening and Celebrating Indigenous Cultures
Artistic Programs and Cultural Maintenance
UMI Arts’ programs are delivered to members and are strategically designed to operate as a
continuous pathway for improvement and excellence. Each program is specifically designed
to lead into another or is an outcome for other programs. Training, employment, skills
development and cultural tourism outcomes support each program area.
UMI Arts’ annual programing includes the following elements for members:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Programs for visual Artists and craftspeople
Programs for musicians
Youth and community engagement programs
Partnership programs and strategic alliances
Showcasing events
Cultural tourism development
Training and employment programs and opportunities.

UMI Arts continually support and provide opportunities for our 800+ members we have
cultivated existing (and created new) strategic partnerships on state, national and
international levels. UMI Arts recognises that we cannot provide everything that our
members will need along their pathways and that is why our partnerships are so important.
UMI Arts and our partners share a common vision, understanding and mutual goal and we
continue to nurture and grow these partnerships into the future.
UMI Arts’ 4-year Business Plan aims to grow our creative and innovative programs based on
excellence and professionalism within the creative and cultural tourism industries. UMI Arts
is committed to bringing people together, sharing stories, respecting culture and doing things
the “proper way”.
Exhibition Ready Program
The Exhibition Ready Program is the first step of the skills-based program for visual Artists
that support members through all stages of preparing and presenting their own exhibition.
UMI Arts schedules five-six Exhibition Ready exhibitions each year.
The Exhibition Ready Program is available to all members with each artist or group working
closely with the Gallery Curator to prepare and stage their own exhibition. Participants learn
a multitude of skills including preparation and understanding of contracts, BIO and CV work,
art story work, Indigenous Art Code, Resale Royalty Rights, sales and commission. Artists
also become familiar with aspects of media and promotion, including invitations, posters,
media releases as well as radio and print interviews.
The final stage of the Exhibition Ready Program is learning and implementing the skills to
hang and install artworks for an exhibition. Each exhibition is launched at UMI Arts Galleries
and stays on display for 6 weeks.
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Exhibition Ready Artists in 2015/2016:
•
•
•
•
•

Norman Miller: Reef and Rainforest November 2015
Jack Wilkie-Jans: If You Can See me 10 March - April 2016
Linda Burchill: Jukurra May - June 2016
Donna Busch: Envisage May - June 2016
Melanie Hava: Reflections May - June 2016

Jack Wilkie – Jans Catalogue

Exhibition Launch and Norma Miller and Guests

Left: Exhibition Ready art of Melanie Hava, Donna Busch and Linda Burchill
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UMI Arts Annual “Pathways” Exhibition
The Pathways Exhibition began in 2010 to further showcase and support member Artists
after their completion of UMI Arts’ Exhibition Ready program.
UMI Arts’ Pathways Exhibition which is the second step on the professional pathway
encourages Exhibition Ready Alumni Artists to continue along their artistic pathways and to
keep producing works which are then displayed during this annual group exhibition.
The Pathways Exhibition presented the last exhibition in 2015 for this program and is now
replaced with the annual UMI ‘you and me’ Members’ Exhibition and Alumni Curated
Exhibitions program to continue to support artist’s participation in the UMI Arts visual arts
program.
Artists involved in the Pathways Exhibition have each successfully completed the Exhibition
Ready program in the preceding 12 month period.

Artists in the 2015 Pathways 6 Exhibition
•
•
•
•
•

Lynelle Flinders
Joseph Banu
Paul Bong
Norman Miller
Samuel Tainga Toa Savage Snr.
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Curated Exhibitions Program
This program aims to provide professional
curatorial opportunities for the UMI Arts’
Gallery Curator, to select and curate public
exhibitions at UMI Arts Galleries. This
program also supports members with further
exhibition opportunities at UMI Arts.
This Curated Program began in 2013 with
the first Freshwater Saltwater exhibition and
to date the Gallery Curator has curated six
exhibitions at UMI Arts Galleries.
A fully illustrated exhibition catalogue is
produced to support each curated exhibition
and is available for purchase in the Retail
Shop. These catalogues are also used by
UMI Arts and exhibiting members to further
promote them as Artists, the program and
the exhibition.

2015/2016 Curated Exhibitions
•

Freshwater Saltwater:
Celebrating UMI Arts 10th
Anniversary: July - October 2015

•

Pathways 6 Exhibition Ready
Artists
Group
Exhibition:
December 2015 - January 2016

•

UMI ‘you and me’ Members
Exhibition: Celebrating UMI Arts’
10th Anniversary March - April
2016

•

Cairns Indigenous Art Fair (CIAF)
Curated display July - October
2015.

Art by Nickeema Williams
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Touring Exhibitions Program
Another exciting element to the Visual Arts Program area, the Touring Exhibitions
component works with partner art organisations and galleries to tour UMI Arts’ curated
exhibitions. The objective is to promote member Artists and work from the Far North
Queensland region to a larger interstate and national audience.
This Program began in 2013 when UMI Arts began to seek partnerships with like-minded
organisations and negotiate the opportunities of touring our curated 2013 Freshwater
Saltwater exhibition. Since 2013, UMI Arts has continually built a strong partnership with the
Flying Arts Alliance Inc., Brisbane.
In 2016, UMI Arts in partnership with Central Queensland’s Isaac Regional Council’s
Coalface Gallery and Umbrella Studios, Townsville presented the 2014 Freshwater
Saltwater: Existence – Touring Exhibition 2016.
The touring of UMI Arts’ Freshwater Saltwater: Existence Exhibition was supported by Arts
Queensland’s Playing Queensland Fund. The Curator continues to work with existing and
potential new partners to tour annually, where and when possible, a selection of art from the
Freshwater Saltwater Exhibition.
Freshwater Saltwater Touring Exhibition, Umbrella Studios
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Alumni Curated Exhibitions Program
The UMI Arts Alumni Curated Exhibitions program is designed to assist Far North
Queensland Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander alumni Artists of UMI Arts, who previously
participated in the Exhibition Ready program. The program is open to UMI Arts Alumni
practicing Artists interested in curating, preparing and presenting an exhibition at UMI Arts to
the public. The program is designed to develop future Indigenous Curators of Far North
Queensland. This is another important program that requires the artist’s full management of
the exhibition with the support and guidance of the UMI Arts Gallery Curator and abiding by
UMI Arts gallery standards.
The elements involved in the Alumni Curated Exhibitions Program include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully manage the curatorial, installation and wrap up of the exhibition
Prepare exhibition summary
Prepare labels and stories
Design the layout of the exhibition
Install your exhibition
Market your exhibition
Coordinate an exhibition opening
Promote your exhibition
Dismantle and pack an exhibition
Provide support materials in a timely manner

Exhibition Ready Program Visitors
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TROPICS>TROPICS – Johor Bahru International Exhibition

Public Showcasing
UMI Arts Public showcasing to secure further opportunities for UMI Arts visual artist
members and to further promote the Artists and Far North Queensland art, outside of
UMI Arts Galleries is also an ongoing activity of the Visual Arts Program area.
We continually seek and identify opportunities and partnerships that allow us to
further showcase and support our artist members to a wider audience. We install
works outside of UMI Arts’ galleries, as well as taking part in different public initiatives.
UMI Arts works hard at identifying opportunities to promote and increase the
exposure of its members to a wider audience and further the opportunity for sales of
member’s works.
Public showcasing opportunities in 2015/2016:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cairns Indigenous Art Fair: July - August 2015
Darwin Aboriginal Art Fair: August 2015
Northern Economic Summit: November 2015
CoCo Restaurant Exhibition Display: Launched November 2015 (ongoing)
Tropics>Tropics Exhibition: Johor Bhari International Art Festival Malaysia
November 2015
Print Culture Delmar Gallery Sydney: November - December 2015.
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Music Program
Youth and Community Engagement Program
SMALL BROTHER SMALL SISTER
This program aims to engage Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and youth
through their school curriculum, with the public outcome of their day “on the big stage” at the
Cairns Civic Theatre.
The program encourages the inter-generational sharing of knowledge and encourages
respect of cultural differences at an early age. Primary and secondary school students from
the Far North Queensland region take part in this program annually.
The Cairns Civic Theatre was inundated with enthusiastic primary and secondary school
students on Wednesday 17 September, 2015. Students presented performances they had
worked on during the year, with performances including Traditional dancing, contemporary
bands and dancers, multi-media, drumming and beat-boxing.
Small Brother Small Sister is supported by the John Villiers Trust. This program is developed
and designed in partnership with R.E.A.C.H- Education Queensland (Regional Excellence in
Arts and Culture Hubs).

Parramatta School performance at Small Brother Big Sister
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Showcasing Events and Cultural Tourism
UMI ART BIG TALK ONE FIRE INDIGENOUS CULTURAL FESTIVAL
Big Talk One Fire is UMI Arts’ signature event traditionally held annually at Fogarty Park on
the Cairns Esplanade. This Festival showcases the regions Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people and cultures through visual arts and crafts, dance, storytelling and music.
Big Talk One Fire showcases the diversity of Far North Queensland cultures to mainstream
audience timed to coincide with the Cairns indigenous Art Fair.
Big Talk One Fire provides a platform for education and respect of cultural differences. The
Festival concert is also an outcome pathway for UMI Arts’ contemporary music program,
UMI Soundz. Annually, this event attracts an audience of more than 5000 locals and visitors.
The 2015 Festival also provided economic support to over 200 Indigenous performers, 28
pop-up market stall holders and 4 causal event staff. The entertainment and engagement of
mainstream and Indigenous audiences at a free, family-friendly event is a unique difference
of our Big Talk One Fire concert and markets.
UMI Arts Big Talk One Fire Indigenous Cultural Festival was staged with the support of Arts
Queensland and the Ministry for the Arts’ Indigenous Cultural Support (ICS) program
partner Cairns Indigenous Art Fair (CIAF).
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Big Talk One Fire

August 2015 Concert Performers were:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sean Choolburra
Yarrabah Dancers
Dulkan Band
Cold Water Band
Warrigan band
Sk Boiiz
Mau Power
Gerib Sik
Lockhart River Dancers
Black Image
Sean Choolburra
Zennith Boys.

UMI Arts thanks our performers who
continue to support UMI Arts events and
cultural tourism opportunities.
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UMI Arts Indigenous Markets
You Me in Cultural Business Project
The You Me in Cultural Business Project (UMI Arts Indigenous Markets) develops
entrepreneurial skills for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people within Cultural
Businesses. The project aims to deliver strong, sustainable employment and employability
outcomes while strengthening Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture in Far North
Queensland. The project delivers on mentoring and training with the outcome of Indigenous
Cultural Tourism markets in Cairns.
In April 2016 we saw the return of the UMI Arts Indigenous Markets to the Cairns Esplanade,
which saw 13 stall holders sell local authentic handmade arts and crafts ranging from
artefacts to jewellery, basket weaving and clothing. The markets are made possible with the
support of member stallholders and Cairns Regional Council.
The June Markets were affected by bad weather and the unavailability of stall holders due to
the forthcoming festival period. The UMI Arts Team decided to reschedule the Markets from
the Cairns Esplanade and support the MABO day celebration on Friday 3rd June. This
enabled UMI ARTS to support and assist the Mabo Day committee to ensure that the Torres
Strait Islander community were able to honour their great leader the late Mr Eddie Mabo.
2016 UMI Arts Indigenous Markets
Friday 15 April 2016 Western Events Lawn, Cairns Esplanade
Friday 20 May Western Events Lawn, Cairns Esplanade
Friday 3 June MABO Day Cairns 2016 Lennon Street Park Cairns
A total of 30 Stallholders and 23 performers were engaged and contracted for the markets.

UMI Arts Indigenous Markets – You Me in Culture Business Project
UMI Arts acknowledges and thanks the Department of Science, Information
Technology and Innovation and Access Art Organisation.
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Contemporary Music Program
UMI SOUNDZ
UMI Soundz is presented in collaboration with the Tanks Arts Centre and is supported by the
Australia Council for the Arts and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Arts Board of the
Australia Council.
The UMI Soundz Program supports UMI Arts members who are contemporary musicians and
bands. UMI Soundz is the “music” counterpart to our Exhibition Ready Program.
UMI Arts developed the UMI Soundz Program “from the ground up” as a result of over four
years of discussions with members whose art form is music.
UMI Soundz is presented by UMI Arts and staged in collaboration with the Tanks Arts Centre,
which is recognised as one of the best live music venues in Cairns. Through this collaboration,
musicians are contracted and given new (and further) opportunity to perform at a mainstream
live music venue equipped with some of the best audio and visual technology.
This program was created to assist and address contemporary Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander musicians to overcome hurdles that prevent them from performing to a wider
audience. UMI Arts strategically selects an established band or musician as well as an
emerging musician at each UMI Soundz concert. This strategy is to encourage mentoring
between the two and to inspire emerging musicians of where their own journey can lead.
This year we introduced ticketed concerts in partnership with the Tanks Art Centre Cairns.
2015/2016 UMI Soundz participants were Zennith Boyz and the Black Image Band.

.
Joey Tapau Musician Artist and Renee Harris Event Manager UMI Arts
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Indigenous Languages and Arts Project – Wujal Wujal and Kowanyama
The project delivered on the development, production, presentation, exhibition and
performance of community based arts projects that showcase Australia’s traditional and
contemporary cultural and artistic expressions, increase audience engagement with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander arts and contribute to a strong sense of cultural
wellbeing.
The project had Music, Ceremony and Story Telling elements and resulted in:
• Filming & documentation

• Interviews and news stories

• Integration transfer of knowledge

• Development of new music and song writers works

• Music- Industry workshop

• Performance

• Skills transfer and upskilling
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This project aims to plant seed in the lives of community people that enable them to see that
there is hope for self-determination by having effective coordination of resources for people
to determine their road to recovery through the Creative Arts. The project seeks to establish
stronger working relationships between internal and external services in the community. It
also aimed to create and deliver on a community event that would provide a greater
awareness of the desire for people with social and health problems and it is anticipated that
this project will break down sigma and create positive awareness toward social and
emotional issues within community.
The Program was developed, and continues to be shaped, by the communities, through their
Elders, Artists and Leaders, to provide career building opportunities, skills and knowledge, to
self-manage and then showcase to their community. This program has been developed in
the community and by the community as a way of redressing the historical situation of nonAboriginal and Torres Strait Islander managers running communities and managing the
careers of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Cultural Practitioners. The project is
about empowerment Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander of peoples within their own
communities as Cultural Practitioners and community elders.
The focus of this project is to value add and empower community people to continue to
address big issues that are affecting the health and wellbeing of their community. The
involvement of the Elders, Artists and Leaders in the planning process, to have a voice and
be part of the decision making as well as learning other skills listed above is a critical
element to this project.
UMI Arts continues to be fully committed to creating and supporting “pathways for success”
for (and with) its members and their communities. The Elders, Artists and Leaders are
excited and proud of the work achieved to date and the culminating of community
performance to share in the success of their people. The total number of Indigenous people
directly employed in the project was four and there were six indirectly employed in the
project.

Indigenous Languages and Arts Project was funded by Ministry for the Arts and
presented in partnership with Wujal Wujal Aboriginal Shire Council and Access Arts.
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Training and Employment
Training and Employment Program
UMI Arts strives to continue to identify the training and professional development needs of its
members. We know that our membership includes Artists that are self-taught, have attended
TAFE or University or are involved in our community art projects here at UMI Arts or with our
partner arts organisations.
Our members have varying skill levels and motivations for practicing art across a range of
arts and cultural practices. These may be established Artists who derive an income from the
sale of their art, it may include emerging Artists who are trained through various partner
organisations and programs and who are seeking to earn an income from their art and then
there are those that access various opportunities for cultural sharing and healing.
UMI Arts also has another layer of membership and they are those who are not the Artists
and the Cultural Practitioners, they are the members who are involved in working beside us
to deliver on our objectives.
UMI Arts members work with us to present, produce and deliver on our agenda and they
also access where possible training and employment opportunities that will assist them in
their lives.
We are always open to new funding and support to partner with and deliver on accredited
training in the first instance, to UMI Arts members to provide them with qualifications to
progress their career aspirations or secure meaningful employment.
UMI Arts strives itself on delivering quality community based education and training that
allows us to provide innovative training and employment activities that respond to the needs
of a diverse membership that is built on a solid (contemporary and ancient) foundation of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art and culture.

What’s important to us?
It is very important to us that we continue to seek opportunities that break new ground for
member Artists.
Our partnerships help us achieve our goals and we are seeking new collaborations that stretch
the boundaries of the work that is being produced, reflecting the diversity and rich cultures and
communities in which we live and work.
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Partnership Programs and Strategic Alliances
UMI Arts appreciates and values its partners and ensures recognition is widely
acknowledged in the lead-up to, during and post-event through marketing, promotion and
collateral.

Above: Jack Wilkie-Jans member, Leigh Carmichael Creative Director Museum Old and New Art Tasmania and
Deb Avery Communications & Marketing Manager UMI Arts

Above: Teho Ropeyarn Curator UMI Arts

.
Above: UMI Arts Member introducing UMI Arts to the new staff of Wuchopperen Health Service Cairns.
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Building on the success and creating new partnerships
We are currently revisiting our existing partnerships and identifying new potential partners
that share the same belief as us, that is that arts and culture have an inspirational and
transformation effect.
A Partnership Agreement unique to UMI Arts business is in the process of being designed
and based on the learning from previous partnerships, and insight from partner feedback will
be a key tool for all of UMI Arts business partnerships.

Partnerships
UMI Arts values the partnerships we have created and strive to strengthen and maintain
these important relationships.
We understand and appreciate the significance of growing partnerships with likeminded
groups and organisations in order to provide our members with additional professional skillsdevelopment and career opportunities.
The following are some of our valued 2015/16 partnerships:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Queensland Tourism Industry Council
Tourism Events Queensland
Torres Strait Regional Authority
Gab Titui Cultural Centre
Northern Peninsula Area Regional Council
Wujal Wujal Aboriginal Shire Council
Yarrabah Aboriginal Shire Council
Cape York Natural Resource Management
Vincent Fairfax Family Foundation
Cairns Regional Council
Cairns Regional Gallery
Cairns Indigenous Art Fair
Pullman Cairns International Hotel
Tanks Arts Centre
Sasi Victoire Singapore Malaysia
Arts Law Centre of Australia
The Copyright Agency
Umbrella Studios Townsville
Coalface Gallery Moranbah
FNQ Plastics Cairns.
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Speaking Up and Out:
Marketing and Communications Strategies

Strategic Marketing
Goals

Far North Queensland’s point of difference is its diverse
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures and peoples
unique to the region.
Cultural Tourism continues to be a leading national market trend
while Visual Arts in the region achieves growing exposure as
UMI Arts continues to fulfil its role as the peak body for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander arts and culture in Far
North Queensland.
Now in its eleventh year, UMI Arts maintains its support of
individual members and their communities while servicing a
strong population and membership base that continues to
develop and grow a diverse program agenda.
The program of activities that are delivered, benefit and support
members across all art forms including visual arts and craft,
music, performance, youth and community engagement as well
as professional and business skills development and training
opportunities.
UMI Arts Marketing Strategy is developed to address and
support the needs of our members and provide new
opportunities that will secure new product and experiences for
further development and career progression.

UMI Arts’ key marketing goals
for 2015 – 2016 are:
•

Market
to
mainstream
audience and customers in
order to leverage increased
return on investments from
our shop, galleries and
enterprise businesses

•

Exploit the breadth and
speed of new social media
technology to promote our
activities,
build
new
audiences
and
grow
support for the organisation

•

Collaborative
marketing
with our program, members
and partners.

Marketing and Brand Statement
UMI (You Me) Arts is a branding image that is significant for both the organisation and for those
markets with whom it engages. It speaks of our people and the need to work together and to do
all things the “proper” - cultural way.
UMI Arts is proudly an all-Australian Indigenous managed and staffed organisation. This is our
strong branding image of which we are extremely proud.
UMI Arts Marketing Plan supports the primary goal of the organisation which is:
“To maintain and strengthen the identity of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in
our region through our arts and cultural programs”
(Cultural Maintenance and Artistic Vibrancy).
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The UMI Arts Marketing Strategy delivered through a variety of activities
including:
Exhibitions
Since 2010, UMI Arts has produced full-colour
publications for its major exhibitions. Each
publication is used as a promotional tool for the
exhibition and exhibiting Artists and also allows
the legacy of the artist’s involvement to be
preserved.
Since UMI Arts began it’s touring of the annual
Freshwater
Saltwater
exhibition,
these
publications have also provided a valuable
marketing tool and are included at each touring
venue. Current and past publications are also
available for purchase through UMI Arts.

Skills Based Program
The annual
consists of:

Visual

Arts

program

•

Gallery Exhibitions

•

Side By Side Workshops

•

Touring exhibition (Freshwater
Saltwater)

•

Alumni Artists – Career
Development Program

•

Towards Self-Management
exhibition

•

Go See Development program

•

UMI Arts business
development support at key
events and festivals.

This program is delivered by the
Gallery Curator at UMI Arts in Cairns
and on country in community.
It
provides
professional
skills
development and support for further
development of economic pathways
that will allow and enable further
opportunity for members.
Over 100 visual Artists have
successfully taken part in our annual
program since it began in 2008.
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Newsletters
UMI Arts produces newsletters to promote its services, programs and activities.
In July 2016 UMI Arts will produce and publish Newsletter Issue 21 to provide us with an important
platform to keep our members and supports informed on current and future activities and enable
us to acknowledge our Sponsors and Partners and allow us to reach and retain our existing
audiences.

Increasing Member Artists Exposure
In June 2016 UMI Arts took great pleasure in increasing the exposure for Member Artists by
planning for the printing artworks onto Postcards.
This initiative aims to promote cultural diversity and successful images were chosen on their ability
to inspire and intrigue the public.

Thank you to participating 2016 Artists in the UMI Arts Postcard Project:
Lynelle Flinders, Remy Fry, Shane Wallace and Joel Sam.
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UMI Arts Website
The UMI Arts website is the hub of the organisation and the primary information source.
The UMI Arts Website and Ecommerce system Project commenced in April 2016.
We have engaged Ingeous Studios to increase the functionality of the website, back up our
existing website, design a new website and ecommerce system and transfer the content.
The UMI Arts team have commenced training on system usage and it is planned to go live by
in November 2016. It is also planned to implement the ecommerce element (the online UMI
Arts shop) in the first half of 2017.
As a major online asset, this is an exciting project and will be the key promotional tool for
marketing our events and exhibitions. The new website will also allow us to increase the
marketing and exposure of our Member Artists.

Left: Teho Ropeyarn Curator UMI Arts, Leigh Harris Ingeous Studios and Patricia Poole
James Cook University Intern reviewing the new UMI Arts website.

Community Radio
UMI Arts continues to work with Bumma Bipera Media 98.7 Cairns and Radio 4MW Meriba
Wakai Radio in Torres Strait. These are valued partnerships as Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander media play a critical role in ensuring the maintenance of our Indigenous cultures,
heritage and languages.
Plans are underway to increase ‘local content’ and engage our radio stations to:
1.

Produce new content in local communities which will be directly and locally
significant to people living in those particular communities and:

2. Work with us to produce new content for the UMI Arts You Tube Channel that will
deliver on a number of Artists talks/interviews and introduce the ‘Art of’ particular
high profile Artists and Cultural Practitioners.
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Marketing Collateral

Social Media
UMI Arts continues to have an online
presence through social media platforms.
UMI Arts utilises social media platforms greatly
and this continues to be a great way to
disseminate information and messages.
UMI Arts continually aims to increase its social
media following and works hard to remain up to
date with social media methods and trends to
best leverage our online reach.
Our success is Social Media and the forging of
new relationships comes from open, honest
communication and building rapport in a
collaborative manner.
Our participation in social media allows us
many benefits and our strategies include:
•
•
•
•

Dedicated social media time each week
Linking social media input (at all times)
back to UMI Arts goals and objectives
Using Facebook to communicate news
and build our UMI Arts ‘family’
Staying connected to our Twitter
followers by sending quick updates or
relevant information that it timely and
interesting.

UMI Arts continues to produce
marketing collateral, in line with our
branding style guide, to promote our
programs and events.
Each piece of collateral is specifically
designed to advertise our business and
reach a particular target group.
UMI Arts delivers on a full range of
marketing pieces that increase our
image and credibility, our ability to
reach broad audiences and target
specific audiences.
2015 – 2016 has delivered on a range
of fresh and updated products including;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

custom designed exhibition signage;
invitations;
exhibition catalogues;
event banners;
market flyers and banners;
new Sponsors and Partners
marketing material;
presentation folders;
a range of Social media banners
and direct mailers;
strategically targeted promotional
material (e.g. to target Pullman
Cairns International guests);
shop information targeting
customers;
education on Indigenous Art Code;
Artists information to increase
exposure, Bios for events and;
New media material and radio
scripts.
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New plans
You Tube
The UMI Arts You Tube channel currently consists of music and performance content.
In 2017 UMI Arts will deliver on a broader You Tube channel that will increase the content to
be inclusive of an Artists element.
Our UMI Arts You Tube channel will be a key point of exposure for our Member Artists and
Cultural Practitioners.

Flickr
UMI Arts are currently in the process of using our Flickr account to manage our photos and
other images more effectively while sharing them with the public.
Flickr will be an efficient way to feature photos of UMI Arts events and activities and share
with the UMI Arts ‘family’.

Platform

As at June 2014

As at June 2015 As at June 2016

Facebook

4431 Followers

4272 Followers

4902 Followers

Twitter

351 Followers

687 Followers

1540 Followers

Instagram

77 Followers

388 Followers

1293 Followers
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UMI Arts Shop
UMI Arts Shop continues to remain
the only retail outlet in Cairns to
exclusively showcase and sell Art by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples with traditional bloodline
connections
to
Far
North
Queensland.
In early 2016 a new project was
implemented that resulted from a
strategic Board workshop that
delivered on a number of new
objectives for the Retail Shop.
The activities that are in the process
of being implemented include:
•

•

•

Increased
promotion
on
authenticity in signage and
collateral in shop;
Buyer education on the
unique art styles from Far
North Queensland; and
A targeted increase in gross
sales .

The Indigenous Art Code
The Indigenous Art Code is a system to preserve and promote ethical trading in Australian
Indigenous art. The Code supports the rights of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Artists
to negotiate fair terms for their work and gives buyers greater certainty about an artwork’s
origin.
Dealers who are Code signatories have agreed to comply with the Code’s ethical standards
in their dealings with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Artists and with art buyers. They
may display the Code logo and apply Code certificates to artworks to demonstrate this
commitment.
UMI Arts are a signatory to the Code. While the Code is voluntary it has been developed by
the industry and has a robust legal framework to enforce ethical standards.
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Conference and Corporate Gift Register
Cairns is a very popular location for State, National and International Conferences and the
Marketing and Communications Manager has been engaging with Conference Management
Committees in order to secure new opportunity for members.
Conferences are now being secured for 2016, 2017 and 2018 for UMI Arts whereby we will
engage a number of member Artists to deliver on corporate conference gifts, performance,
art exhibition and exclusive art gallery visits for Conferences and special events.
The development of a Conference and Corporate Gift Register now allows us to earn income
for our members as well as generate a fee towards future programs.
An example of this initiative is:
In September 2016 UMI Arts will engage 6 - 8 Artists to provide over 100 corporate gifts for
the Australian Indigenous Doctors Associations annual event and UMI Arts will host an
exclusive viewing for delegates of the Freshwater Saltwater Exhibition at UMI Arts Galleries.

An example of Conference and Corporate Gifts
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Final Note
UMI Arts gratefully acknowledges the support of Sponsors and Partners who work with us
and beside us as we strengthen and maintain our role as a peak Arts and Cultural
Organisation of Far North Queensland.
Our successes result from an integrated approach to achieving our vision and are due in part
to our Sponsors and Partners who are beside us on the UMI Arts journey which include:

We thank our other Sponsors and Partners (both on going and one-off) as they too
appreciate the collaboration and commitment to the work we do to support Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Artists and Cultural Practitioners in Far North Queensland.

Contact UMI Arts
UMI Arts Ltd. PO Box 1100, North Cairns QLD 4870
Office: 335 Sheridan Street, North Cairns, QLD 4870
T 07 4041 6152 F 07 4041 6542
E marketing@umiarts.com.au W www.umiarts.com.au
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